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Abstract. We correct the proof of Corollary C. All results of the paper are una�ected.

In the proof of Corollary C of [Kra19b], we misquoted a result of Sullivan which lead
to the erroneous conclusion that the mapping class group π0 Di�+(Wд) of the manifold
Wд = ]

дSn × Sn is residually �nite for 2n ≥ 6. This is indeed often not the case, as shown
in [KRW19]. However, as we shall explain below, the ideas of [KRW19] can be combined
with results from [Kre79] and [Kra19a] to correct the proof of Corollary C.

Proof of Corollary C. From the part of the original argument that is not a�ected by
our misquotation, together with the proof of Proposition 3.12 of the same paper, we see
that it su�ces to show that the mapping class group π0 Di�(Wд ,D

8k+2) is for k ≥ 0 not
(abstractly) isomorphic to the cokernel of the map

(1) Z/2
t∗
−→ π0 Di�(Wд]Σµ ,D

8k+2) � π0 Di�(Wд ,D
8k+2),

where t∗ is as in the proof of Corollary C and the isomorphism is induced by conjugation
with a di�eomorphism

(2) Wд]Σµ\int(D8k+2) �Wд\int(D8k+2)

as explained in Lemma 4.1, which we can choose to be the identity on an embedded disc
D̃8k+2 in both manifolds, disjoint from the already chosen one. The homotopy sphere
Σµ ∈ Θ8k+2 is the unique one corresponding to Adams’ element µ8k+2 ∈ π8k+2S (see the
proof of Prop. 3.12). Extending di�eomorphism by the identity gives a map

Θ8k+3 � π0 Di�∂(D̃
8k+2) → π0 Di�(Wд]Σµ ,D

8k+2)

and an analogous one forWд instead ofWд]Σµ . By our choice of (2), these two morphisms
commute with the isomorphism in (1) and are injective by [Kre79, Prop. 3]. From the
discussion in [Kre79, p. 657], we furthermore conclude that the image of t∗ is generated
by a certain homotopy sphere ΣWд ]Σµ ∈ Θ8k+3 which is nontrivial by [Kre79, Thm 3 c)]
since η · µ8k+2 ∈ π8k+3S is so (compare the proof of Prop. 3.12). But η · µ8k+2 is contained
in im(J )8k+3, so the image of ΣWд ]Σµ in coker(J )8k+3 vanishes and hence ΣWд ]Σµ must
be a nontrivial element in bP8k+4 ⊂ Θ8k+3. Consequently, it su�ces to show that the
group Γд,1 B π0 Di�(Wд ,D

8k+2) cannot be isomorphic to its quotient Γд,1/〈Σ〉 for any
nontrivial element Σ ∈ bP8k+4. The case д = 0 is clear since Γ0 = Θ8k+3. In the case
д = 1, by a combination of Theorems 2.2 and 3.22 [Kra19a], there is an isomorphism
Γ1,1 � Θ8k+3 × (A oG) for a �nitely generated abelian group A with an action of a �nite
index subgroup G ⊂ SL2(Z). In particular, the group Γ1,1 is Hop�an by the argument in
the original proof of Corollary C, so the case д = 1 is �ne. To settle the case д ≥ 2, we
use the �nite residual fr(G) of a group G, which is the intersection of all its �nite index
subgroups. Since fr(−) is functorial, it su�ces to show that fr(Γд,1) and fr(Γд,1/〈Σ〉) are
not isomorphic. We claim that fr(Γд,1) = bP8k+4 for д ≥ 2, which would imply the claim
because of the following elementary lemma.

Lemma. Let G be a group and H ⊂ G a normal subgroup. If H ⊂ fr(G), then the canonical
map fr(G) → fr(G/H ) induces an isomorphism fr(G)/H � fr(G/H ).
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It was already shown in [KRW19] that fr(Γд,1) is isomorphic to bP8k+4 for k odd and
д ≥ 5, using [GRW16]. To enhance this result to an equality and general k and д ≥ 2, we
use the same strategy as in [KRW19], but replace the use of [GRW16] by Theorems 2.2
and 3.22 of [Kra19a] which imply that there is a pullback of extensions

(3)

0 Θ8k+3 Γд,1 (Sπn SO(n) ⊗ Z2д) o Spq2д(Z) 0

0 Θ8k+3 G Spq2д(Z) 0

pr2

with G being de�ned by the pushout of extensions

(4)

0 Z Eд Spq2д(Z) 0

0 Θ8k+3 G Spq2д(Z) 0,

ΣP

where the extension Eд is classi�ed by the class sgn
8 ∈ H

2(Spq2д(Z);Z) of [Kra19a, Def. 3.16]
and ΣP ∈ Θ8k+3 is the Milnor sphere—the usual generator of bP8k+4. In [KRW19], it is
explained that fr(Eд) = Z for д ≥ 2, which implies that fr(E) = 〈ΣP 〉 = bP8k+4, using
(4) and fr(Spq2д(Z)) = 0. Combined with (3) and fr(Sπn SO(n) ⊗ Z2д) o Spq2д(Z)) = 0, one
checks that fr(Γд,1) = bP8k+4, which �nishes the proof.
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